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Spotlight: Sara Mueller

Sara Mueller
Our Fearless Leader

What made you want to study physics or what got you interested in physics?

 I started college as a chemistry major and really didn’t enjoy physics the first time that I

took a physics class. As I continued studying chemistry though, I realized that the topics

in chemistry that excited me the most, like how atoms bond in a molecule or why some

elements were magnetic were actually physics. Physical Chemistry was one of my

favorite courses and I had a professor encourage me to study quantum mechanics. It took

a little bit of persuading, but once I started, I realized there was so many kinds of physics

to study and the intro course didn’t really show me that. 

What influenced you to take your position ? 

 My mentor, and Brown PhD alum, Shawna Hollen sent me the job posting and

encouraged me to apply. I have always been interested in supporting undergraduates in a

research setting – in fact, during my graduate work, Shawna and I co-advised a group of

undergraduates who grew and characterized CVD graphene. I think that students have a

lot of good ideas and often need someone to help them execute those ideas. I’m excited to

see what physics experiments Brown students are interested in. 
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How does your position compare with your PhD research/experience? 

I’m really excited that in this position, I get to learn more different kinds of physics

experiments than I got to work on in grad school. I remember the advanced lab I took as

an undergraduate being an interesting place to try many experiments. In contrast, I spent

6 years studying a really narrow topic for my PhD. 
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Spotlight

Brown University Lab Director
Sara Mueller

What are some of the challenging projects you wish to tackle in the coming

months? and what is your vision for the Instructional Labs? 

I think the instructional labs can be an environment where students can explore and

experience experimental physics for the first time in their careers. I’m excited to develop

some tools that students can continue to use for their own research. For example, we

recently upgraded the XRD in BH 221. Now we can have users bring their own samples

from their research projects. This scaffolded approach, where students learn how to use a

piece of equipment for a lab activity and then use that knowledge to explore something

new is a fundamental tenant of my own teaching philosophy. The lab activities and tools

should prepare students for the kinds of experiences they are going to have in the future.

Luckily, there are already similar structures at Brown, like the “cures” courses. I think

the instructional labs will become a pretty fundamental tool for the department both in

providing access to facilities and training students in experimental physics. 
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Describe yourself in four words:

Principled, creative, curious, empathetic 

Tell us a little about yourself: 

I grew up on the plains of Colorado in the middle of nowhere and initially went to college

to pursue performing arts. However, I realized that science was a more lucrative career

path and quickly switched my major to chemistry then to physics. I met my wife, Anne, in

grad school and we got married in Providence in 2018. We fell in love with the city and

feel so lucky that we get to live and work here. We share our home with two silly dogs, a

grouchy cat, and a thriving backyard garden. We both do a lot of crafts (knitting, sewing,

etc.) but Anne is the superstar. She weaves and knits and sells high-quality fiber arts on

Etsy (@shuttleandswift). 

https://www.instagram.com/shuttleandswift/
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Demo News

Large Refraction Tank
Optics Demo

This demonstration is designed to show principles of refraction. It consists of

a semi-cylindrical acrylic slab attached to a circular disk. A green laser is free

to rotate along the disk.

Demonstrate superconductivity and magnetic levitation with the new

demonstration. It is portable, lightweight, and has an easy-to-use maglev track.

The track uses super-strong NdFeB magnets in a unique double-ring design to

achieve maximum levitation height. 
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Maglev/Superconductivity
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Demo News

Atomic Force Microscopy 

This high resolution tabletop Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is designed

for educational purposes. It includes a stage, control electronics, probes, and

video microscope..

The NaioSTM is a scanning tunneling microscope that brings together scan

head and controller in a single instrument. It comes with its own isolation

bench. Included are two samples: HOPG and Gold samples. 
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Nanosurf  STM
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Demo News

Demonstration Mirror
Concave/Convex

These concave and convex mirrors are ideal for demonstrating the

formation of real and virtual images. They are approximately 24 inches in

diameter.

This demonstration is designed to show superposi tion, energy transmission

and reflection characteristics of waves. . It consists of a t consists of a spiral

spring ("slinky") suspended at every two loops by a thin nylon string. The spring

is attached to the frame at ends, one fixed and the other movable, such that

small pulses can be sent through the spring. 
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Longitudinal Wave Machine
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Ken's Corner

Updates on the Instructional Labs
By Ken Silva

Hi Everyone! In addition to training and overseeing labs, I am currently

working on an experiment that is related to an article in the Physics Teacher

September 1984 issue titled “Demonstrating Conservation of Angular

Momentum.” I am collecting data and hope to be able to publish it in and also

collaborating with the Angella to design a similar demonstration
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Ken's Corner

Conservation of Angular

Momentum Experiment

by Kimberly Rodriguez
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Make sure to have photos that match your stories well too. The key to
compelling newsletters is a fantastic combination of awesome text and
brilliant pictures that complement the story you want to get across.

Ladd Update
We are currently working to reopen Ladd Observatory for public
viewing through our telescopes, starting in mid-October. Prior to the
pandemic closing down our open nights back in March of 2020, we
were routinely open on clear Tuesday nights, from 8 to 10pm, with
up to 100 visitors stopping by. Our upcoming open nights will be a
little different for now compared to how we operated in the past.
With public health in mind, visiting the observatory will require
registrations, and we are going to limit attendance to 25 guests per
hour in two time blocks; 8 to 9pm and 9 to 10pm. In compliance
with university policies, everyone will be required to wear a mask.
 During the pandemic, our staff remained busy supporting remote
labs for our astronomy classes. Students were able to attend these
labs via Zoom, and were able to control the settings on camera
attached to Ladd’s 12 inch refracting telescope. This was so
successful, that we plan to continue using the camera on the old
telescope to show visitors images of the moon and planets projector
on a monitor. This will allow us to avoid having people waiting in
long lines to view directly through telescope and climbing ladders to
reach the eyepiece. Our guests will be able to gather in a small
group inside the dome, and comfortably distanced, with our staff
explaining the workings of our telescope and what we are observing.
We are also going to see if we can offer a virtual observing
experience for those that cannot attend in person. Our staff will also
set up smaller telescopes, on the roof-top observing deck of the
observatory and on our front lawn, for visitors to look through.
Visitors without reservations will be able to view through telescopes
set up on the front lawn, where we will also be pointing out the
constellations and any bright satellites passing overhead.

Ladd Observatory
Brown University 

Official Publication of the Instructional Lab Newsletter

Bob Horton
Manager of Astronomy Laboratories & Ladd
Observatory
We will be announcing our reopening plans soon. Please sign up
for our Ladd Skies Newsletter for weekly updates:
bit.ly/LaddNewsletter
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https://bit.ly/LaddNewsletter


Venus Transit

High Resolution Images

Astronomy Corner
Brown University Lab

Official Publication of Instructional Lab Newslette

Mike Umbricht and Scott MacNeill 
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Lab Cleanup (BH 60 & 66)
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Media Area Renovation (BH 60)
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Second Floor Labs 

Lab Cleanup
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 To All My Physics Family! I never actually left Physics. I just moved across the hall. I’m

still here for you. And it’s a privilege to be asked to work with Angella. It’s always good

when one learns new things, and I’m learning how to teach engineering labs and demos

now. But I will always consider myself to be a lifetime member of Brown Physics. I miss

working with all of you, the faculty, the administration, the staff and the students.

Please know that. Say hello if you see me.

Cheers, 

 Jerry Zani
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Retirement/Transitions

Dean Hudek

1989-2021

Lab Newsletter

Jerry Zani
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Funny SideFunny Side
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